Shelley Godwin Doubles Draw (ITA Code: 331258)
Nikolaeva/Ribes (Kansas) defeated Axon/Russo (Auburn) 8-3
Jones/Fabin (Georgia Tech) defeated Shupenia/Vladutu (DePaul) 8-3
Spielmann/Hinton (Alabama) defeated Wind/Sohn (Memphis) 8-5
Suk/Jandric (Ole Miss) defeated Gorches/Miller-Krasilnikov (Clemson) 8-6
Suk/Jandric (Ole Miss) defeated Jones/Fabian (Georgia Tech) 8-0
Nikolaeva/Ribes (Kansas) defeated Spielmann/Hinton (Alabama) 8-3
Axon/Russo (Auburn) defeated Wind/Sohn (Memphis) 8-6
Shupenia/Vladutu (DePaul) defeated Gorches/Miller-Krasilnikov (Clemson) 8-7
Spielmann/Hinton (Alabama) defeated Jones/Fabian (Georgia Tech) 8-6
Nikolaeva/Ribes (Kansas) defeated Axon/Russo (Auburn) 8-5
Wind/Sohn (Memphis) defeated Gorches/Miller-Krasilnikov (Clemson) 8-4
Axon/Russo (Auburn) defeated Shupenia/Vladutu (DePaul) 8-4

Nancy Harris Doubles Draw (ITA Code: 331259)
Otsuka/Gizdova (Georgia Tech) defeated Paul/J. Cao (Memphis) 8-4
Edwards/Patton (UTC) defeated Ohta/Herlina (Troy) 8-6
Lancranjan/Abbott (DePaul) defeated Marral/Mukhametshina (UWA) 8-6
Rioux/Lizariturny (MSU) defeated Kianoush/Herrmann (UAB) 8-7(1)
Rioux/Lizariturny (MSU) defeated Lancranjan/Abbott (DePaul) 8-2
Otsuka/Gizdora (Georgia Tech) defeated Edwards/Patton (UTC) 8-6
Paul/J. Cao (Memphis) defeated Ohta/Herlina (Troy) 8-7(5)
Kianoush/Herrmann (UAB) defeated Morral/Mukhametshina (UWA) 8-7(4)
Otsuka/Gizdora (Georgia Tech) defeated Rioux/Lizariturny (MSU) 8-5
Lancranjan/Abbott (DePaul) defeated Edwards/Patton (UTC) 8-6
Morral/Mukhametshina (UWA) defeated Ohta/Herlina (Troy) 8-4
Kiahoush/Herrmann (UAB) defeated Paul/J. Cao (Memphis) 8-7

Lori Smith Doubles Draw (ITA Code: 331260)
Kurtz/Atkinson (Tulane) defeated Araucz/Tatishvili (UWA) 8-4
Rentoul/Kelly (MSU) defeated Sidor/Sovic (Mercer) 8-5
Karaky/Rodriguez (Troy) defeated Pothoff/Savva (Alabama) 8-6
Stevens/Sanford (Ole Miss) defeated Morga/K. Cao (Memphis) 8-7
Kurtz/Atkinson (Tulane) defeated Rentoul/Kelly (MSU) 8-1
Pothoff/Savva (Alabama) defeated Mora/K. Cao (Memphis) 8-1
Sidor/Sovic (Mercer) defeated Araucz/Tatishvili (UWA) 8-4
Karaky/Rodriguez (Troy) defeated Stevens/Sanford (Ole Miss) 8-6
Rentoul/Kelly (MSU) defeated Stevens/Sanford (Ole Miss) – withdrew
Morga/K. Cao (Memphis) defeated Araucz/Tatishvili (UWA) 8-5
Pothoff/Savva (Alabama) defeated Sidor/Sovic (Mercer) 8-4
Kurtz/Atkinson (Tulane) defeated Karaky/Rodriguez (Troy) 8-6

Leslie Grossman Doubles Draw (ITA Code: 331261)
Ragon (UAB)/Collins (Kansas) defeated Cartier/Orlovic (Alabama State) 8-2
Seizer/Ferrauti (Troy) defeated Cesarini/Powell (Mercer) 8-2
Moinard (Clemson)/Valero (Alabama) defeated Hall/Barco (UTC) 8-4
Klier/Sisti (Tulane) defeated Beltrame/Pool (Samford) 8-7
Klier/Sisti (Tulane) defeated Moinard (Clemson)/Valero (Alabama) 8-5
Cartier/Orlovic (Alabama State) defeated Cesarini/Powell (Mercer) 8-6
Hall/Barco (UTC) defeated Beltrame/Pool (Samford) 8-6
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Cartier/Orlovic (Alabama State) defeated Hall/Barco (UTC) 8-5
Beltrame/Pool (Samford) defeated Cesarini/Powell (Mercer) 8-3
Klier/Sisti (Tulane) defeated Siezer/Ferrauti (Troy) 8-1

Monica Kervandjian Doubles Draw (ITA Code: 331262)
Lackova/Curcic (Alabama State) defeated Peteu/Mottet (Mercer) 8-5
Moreno/Thomasson (UWA) defeated Jennings/Kilduff (Samford) 8-4
Lackova/Curcic (Alabama State) defeated Moreno/Thomasson (UWA) 8-6
Jennings/Kilduff (Samford) defeated Peteu/Mottet (Mercer) 8-5
Jennings/Kilduff (Samford) defeated Lackova/Curcic (Alabama State) 8-3
Peteu/Mottet (Mercer) defeated Moreno/Thomassone (UWA) 8-6

Susan Carver Singles Draw (ITA Code: 331249)
Marlene Herrmann (UAB) defeated Josephine Cao (Memphis) 6-2, 6-2
Luisa Ferrauti (Troy) defeated Haley Powell (Mercer) 6-2, 6-2
Delaney Edwards (UTC) defeated Marie Mottet (Mercer) 7-6, 6-4
Elsa Pool (Samford) defeated Gabriela Lackova (Alabama State) 6-2, 6-2
Gabriela Lackova (Alabama State) defeated Haley Powell (Mercer) – withdrew/injury
Marlene Herrmann (UAB) defeated Delaney Edwards (UTC) 5-2, ret.
Josephine Cao (Memphis) defeated Marie Mottet (Mercer) 6-2, 6-1
Elsa Pool (Samford) defeated Luisa Ferrauti (Troy) 3-6, 7-6(4), 6-2
Luisa Ferrauti (Troy) defeated Delaney Edwards (UTC) – withdrew
Josephine Cao (Memphis) defeated Gabriela Lackova (Alabama State) 6-2, 6-2
Marlene Herrmann (UAB) defeated Elsa Pool (Samford) 6-1, 2-6, 6-3

Patricia Morgan Singles Draw (ITA Code: 331250)
Sydney Patton (UTC) defeated Catherine Ragon (UAB) 3-6, 1-1, ret.
Hannah Seizer (Troy) defeated Caroline Kelly (MSU) 6-0, 6-3
Sofia Kurtz (Tulane) defeated Anna Sovic (Mercer) 2-6, 6-2, 6-4
Andrea Tomasson (UWA) defeated Grace Jennings (Samford) 3-6, 6-3, 7-5
Anna Sovic (Mercer) defeated Catherine Ragon (UAB) – withdrew/injury
Sydney Patton (UTC) defeated Sofia Kurtz (Tulane) 7-5, 6-2
Hannah Seizer (Troy) defeated Andrea Tomassone (UWA) 6-4, 6-2
Caroline Key (MSU) defeated Grace Jennings (Samford) 7-6(4), 7-5
Sofia Kurtz (Tulane) defeated Andrea Tomasson (UWA) 6-2, 6-2
Hannah Seizer (Troy) defeated Sydney Patton (UTC) 6-4, 6-4
Nadia Gizdova (Georgia Tech) defeated Grace Jennings (Samford) 6-3, 6-1
Caroline Kelly (MSU) defeated Anna Sovic (Mercer) 6-3, 7-5

Nancy Pate Singles Draw (ITA Code: 331251)
Sade Atkinson (Tulane) defeated Teona Tatishvili (UWA) 6-1, 6-2
Brooke Stevens (Ole Miss) defeated Katherine Cao (Memphis) 6-3, 6-3
Arianna Beltrame (Samford) defeated Marine Cariert (Alabama State) 6-2, 6-1
Nancy Karaky (Troy) defeated Florence Abboh (DePaul) 6-4, 7-5
Sade Atkinson (Tulane) defeated Arianna Beltrame (Samford) 7-5, 6-1
Katherine Cao (Memphis) defeated Florence Abboh (DePaul) 7-6, 6-2
Brooke Stevens (Ole Miss) defeated Nancy Karaky (Troy) 6-2, 6-4
Marine Cariert (Alabama State) defeated Teona Tatishvili (UWA) 6-2, 6-3
Sade Atkinson (Tulane) defeated Brooke Stevens (Ole Miss) – withdrew
Florence Abboh (DePaul) defeated Teona Tatishvili (UWA) 6-0, 6-4
Ally Miller-Krashilnikov (Clemson) defeated Sade Atkinson (Tulane) 6-3, 6-1
Katherine Cao (Memphis) defeated Marine Cartier (Alabama State) 6-1, 6-3
Arianna Beltrame (Samford) defeated Nancy Karaky (Troy) 6-3, 3-6, 7-6(4)

**Patti Farmer Singles Draw (ITA Code: 331252)**
Joanna Savva (Alabama) defeated Luca Fabian (Georgia Tech) 6-0, 6-2
Christina Sisti (Tulane) defeated Jennifer Moinard (Clemson) 6-1, 6-2
Sara Lizariturry (MSU) defeated Summer Collins (Kansas) 6-1, 3-6, 6-2
Christina Sisti (Tulane) defeated Joanna Savva (Alabama) 7-6(5), 6-2
Jennifer Moinard (Clemson) defeated Luca Fabian (Georgia Tech) 2-6, 6-2, 6-2
Sara Lizariturry (MSU) defeated Gabrielle Paul (Memphis) 6-3, 6-3
Summer Collins (Kansas) defeated Jennifer Moinard (Clemson) 7-6(5), 6-4
Joanna Savva (Alabama) defeated Gabrielle Paul (Memphis) 7-5, 6-3
Sara Lizariturry (MSU) defeated Christina Sisti (Tulane) 6-4, 7-5

**Jenny Ketchum Singles Draw (ITA Code: 331253)**
Allie Sanford (Ole Miss) defeated Georgina Morral (UWA) 6-1, 6-0
Ally Miller-Krasilnikov (Clemson) defeated Katie Sidor (Mercer) 6-3, 6-2
Caroline Hall (UTC) defeated Juliana Valero (Alabama) 6-3, 6-2
Marta Morga (Memphis) defeated Efriliya Herlina (Troy) 6-3, 6-1
Juliana Valero (Alabama) defeated Katie Sidor (Mercer) 6-4, 6-3
Efriliya Herlina (Troy) defeated Georgina Morral (UWA) 6-2, 6-4
Allie Sanford (Ole Miss) defeated Marta Morga (Memphis) 6-0, 6-3
Ally Miller-Krasilnikov (Clemson) defeated Caroline Hall (UTC) 6-4, 6-1
Ally Miller-Krasilnikov (Clemson) defeated Allie Sanford (Ole Miss) – withdrew
Juliana Valero (Alabama) defeated Efriliya Herlina (Troy) 6-0, 6-3
Katie Sidor (Mercer) defeated Georgina Morral (UWA) 6-4, 6-1
Caroline Hall (UTC) defeated Marta Morga (Memphis) 5-7, 6-3, 7-5

**Becca Baum Singles Draw (ITA Code: 331254)**
Maria Toran Ribes (Kansas) defeated Ana Vladutu (DePaul) 6-3, 6-1
Maddie Pothoff (Alabama) defeated Hanna Sohn (Memphis) 6-2, 6-3
Nami Otsuka (Georgia Tech) defeated Pardis Kianoush (UAB) 6-4, 7-6(3)
Ana Vladutu (DePaul) defeated Pardis Kianoush (UAB) – withdrew/injury
Alannah Griffin (Auburn) defeated Amina Mukhametshina (UWA) 6-4, 4-6, 6-4
Maddie Pothoff (Alabama) defeated Alannah Griffin (Auburn) 6-3, 6-0
Maria Toran Ribes (Kansas) defeated Nami Otsuka (Georgia Tech) 6-1, 0-6, 6-4
Amina Mukhametshina (UWA) defeated Hanna Sohn (Memphis) 6-2, 6-3
Amina Mukhametshina (UWA) defeated Ana Vladutu (DePaul) 6-4, 6-1
Hannah Sohn (Memphis) defeated Luca Fabian (Georgia Tech) 6-3, 6-1
Maddie Pothoff (Alabama) defeated Maria Toran Ribes (Kansas) 6-3, 2-6, 6-3
Alannah Griffin (Auburn) defeated Nami Otsuka (Georgia Tech) 6-2, 6-2

**Myke Loomis Singles Draw (ITA Code: 331255)**
Georgina Axon (Auburn) defeated Sanae Ohta (Troy) 6-0, 6-1
Anastasia Rentouli (MSU) defeated Costanza Gorches (Clemson) 6-2, 6-3
Patricia Lancranjan (DePaul) defeated Smith Hinton (Alabama) 7-6, 6-4
Nadia Gizdova (Georgia Tech) defeated Tea Jandric (Ole Miss) 7-6(5), 7-6(4)
Anastasia Rentouli (MSU) defeated Patricia Lancranjan (DePaul) 6-1, 1-1 ret.
Georgina Axon (Auburn) defeated Nadia Gizdova (Georgia Tech) 6-2, 6-2
Costanza Gorches (Clemson) defeated Smith Hinton (Alabama) 6-7, 6-3, 6-2
Tea Jandric (Ole Miss) defeated Sanne Ohta (Troy) 6-2, 6-2
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Nadia Gizdova (Georgia Tech) defeated Patricia Lancranjan (DePaul) – withdrew
Georgina Axon (Auburn) defeated Anastasia Rentoulou (MSU) 6-1, 6-1
Smith Hinton (Alabama) defeated Sanae Ohta (Troy) 5-7, 6-2, 6-3
Tea Jandric (Ole Miss) defeated Costanza Gorchess (Clemson) 6-2, 7-6(1)

Selia Mathew Singles Draw (ITA Code: 331256)
Kenya Jones (Georgia Tech) defeated Danielle Spielmann (Alabama) 6-3, 6-1
Yulia Shupenia (DePaul) defeated Natalie Suk (Ole Miss) 7-6(5), 6-4
Anki Wind (Memphis) defeated Taylor Russo (Auburn) 4-6, 6-3, 6-1
Lisa Rioux (MSU) defeated Tanya Nikolaeva (Kansas) 7-5, 6-4
Kenya Jones (Georgia Tech) defeated Anki Wind (Memphis) 6-1, 6-1
Natalie Suk (Ole Miss) defeated Tanya Nikolaeva (Kansas) 6-2, 6-0
Danielle Spielmann (Alabama) defeated Taylor Russo (Auburn) 6-3, 3-6, 6-4
Yulia Shupenia (DePaul) defeated Lisa Rioux (MSU) 6-3, 3-6, 6-4
Yulia Shupenia (DePaul) defeated Kenya Jones (Georgia Tech) 6-0, ret.
Natalie Suk (Ole Miss) defeated Danielle Spielmann (Alabama) 6-2, 1-6, 6-3
Tanya Nikolaeva (Kansas) defeated Taylor Russo (Auburn) 1-6, 6-2, 7-6(3)
Anki Wind (Memphis) defeated Lisa Rioux (MSU) 4-6, 7-5, 6-4

Beth Marrow Singles Draw (ITA Code: 331257)
Mirna Curcic (Alabama State) defeated Liliana Araucz (UWA) 6-2, 6-2
Amanda Kilduff (Samford) defeated Evelyn Moreno (UWA) 6-3, 6-1
Alicia Rodriguez (Troy) defeated Clara Keuhn (Memphis) 6-3, 6-3
Brankica Orlovic (Alabama State) defeated Christie Cesarini (Mercer) 5-7, 6-4, 6-0
Andrea Peteu (Mercer) defeated McKenzie Barco (UTC) 6-4, 5-7, 6-4
Alicia Rodriguez (Troy) defeated Mirna Curacic (Alabama State) 6-3, 6-2
Andrea Peteu (Mercer) defeated Liliana Araucz (UWA) 6-2, 6-1
Evelyn Moreno (UWA) defeated Brankica Orlovic (Alabama State) 6-3, 6-3
Clara Keuhn (Memphis) defeated Amanda Kilduff (Samford) 4-6, 6-4, 6-3
Mirna Curcic (Alabama State) defeated Evelyn Moreno (UWA) 6-4, 6-2
Andrea Peteu (Mercer) defeated Amanda Kilduff (Samford) 6-3, 6-2
Alicia Rodriguez (Troy) defeated Christie Cesarini (Mercer) 6-0, 6-2
Clara Keuhn (Memphis) defeated Brankica Orlovic (Alabama State) 7-6, 6-0
McKenzie Barco (UTC) defeated Liliana Araucz (UWA) 6-4, 7-5